“YOUR PRACTICE BUILDING PARTNER”

IS ALSO YOUR AUTHORIZED JUSTI DEALER ACROSS CANADA

AND YOUR SUPPLIER OF ESSENTIAL PRODUCTS

PLUS YOUR SUPPLIER OF MANY OTHER INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

Renew and Other Products 1-800-882-7341 or 1-204-888-5031
Justi and Detax Order Desk 1-866-996-4767 • Fax 1-877-225-1928
En Français 1-800-523-4575
**Key Features of Renew Denture Cleaner**

- Outstanding product quality and professional strength performance
- We are the manufacturer so quality and supply are consistent
- Guaranteed to remove: Tobacco, Iron, Plaque, Coffee, Calcium, Calculus, Tea and Tartar – MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
- Proven in the marketplace for over 25 years

**Advantages of Renew to Denture Wearers**

- Patients consistently enjoy an extremely high level of satisfaction, with the unbeatable cleaning strength of Renew
- First time Renew users can experience the power of Renew at no cost, with access to free samples from their dental professional
- Renew patients feel confident they’re receiving value for their purchase

**Benefits of Renew to Dental Professionals**

- Automatic recall system: Helps to build your practice by maintaining frequent contact with your patients. Opportunities are created to book future work such as relines, repairs or new dentures when patients return to replenish Renew
- Renew is unique, as it’s only available through dental professionals
- Mid-Continental Dental Supply is here to support your “automatic recall system”, by providing you with 50 free samples in every case!
- We partner with you to help build your practice. We can provide you with personalized practice labels, to place on the Renew bottles at a nominal cost

---

**History**

Mid-Continental Dental Supply is a family owned and operated business based out of Winnipeg, Manitoba; the heartland of Canada. We are strategically located in the center of the continent, optimizing product distribution, logistics and customer service capabilities.

We have been focused on helping dental professionals build their practices, for over 25 years. We are best known for our top quality denture cleaner, Renew®. Renew is a proprietary product of Mid-Continental, and is still only available through dental professionals. In 1986 Mid-Continental introduced Renew to the market, and since then it’s earned industry wide respect for outstanding quality and value. During this time, Mid-Continental has also earned respect, for remaining committed to our original philosophy, working exclusively with dental professionals, to help them build their practice.

**Vision**

We have a vision of Mid-Continental being the preferred supplier partner of dental professionals. Our vision starts and ends with our core belief, focus and purpose; which is to deliver value by helping dental professionals grow their practice.

**Mission**

At Mid-Continental, we pride ourselves on being committed to a partnership philosophy with dental professionals. Our success is built on a solid foundation of collaboration, with a dedication to providing products and services of outstanding quality.

**Commitments**

- Dedicate our resources and efforts exclusively on dental professionals
- Support dental professionals by helping them build their practice
- Aspire to be a strategic partner with dental professionals
- Strive to gain a deep understanding of our customers’ needs
- Provide innovative products and services of superior quality and value

---

**2 Cases Renew**

(100-1000-02) ........................................ 96 Bottles x 200g

**1 Case Renew**

(100-1000-01) ........................................ 48 Bottles x 200g

**Renew Single Bottle**

(100-1000-03) ........................................... 200g

---
The Inventors of Har dened Plastic Teeth

Justi Imperial offers an incisal and interproximal blend that gives this beautiful line of teeth the unique ability to absorb and reflect surrounding color. This means more latitude for blending with natural teeth—resulting in less resets due to shade, especially in partial denture cases. For repairs, the Justi Imperial’s special interproximal blend is not only a time saver but a customer pleaser.

Justi Imperial anterior and posterior teeth are available in 18 Age Shades®—20, 25, 35, 45, 50, 59, 60, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 77, 81 and 82. Justi Imperial molds include 39 upper anteriors, 10 lowers anteriors, 21 upper and 21 lower posteriors. The tooth molds are available in graduated medium, normal and small sizes. They all have good labial anatomy and over-polishing is not a major concern. The most sophisticated aesthetics for full dentures can be achieved by using Types 9, 10 and 12 molds. They are specifically designed for minimum difficulty in full denture setup. Type 1 molds are great for partial work because they have a wide neck and almost parallel sides which provide for adequate gingival coverage. They also feature an extended range of sizes: three giant sizes (1G, 5G, 9G) and three tiny sizes (1T, 5T, 9T). There are also anatomically shaped lower molds; YL, VL, YS, VS and very large lowers such as Mold U.

The Justi Imperial posteriors are available in 33º, 20º, 10º and 0º occlusal forms—also in all 18 shades. For the close bite case, which always requires additional grinding, there are three short sizes: 30S, 32S and 34S, which are short on the lingual and long on the buccal for good natural aesthetics. This feature is sought after by experienced denture technicians, and is virtually exclusive to the Justi Imperial line.

There are two different shade guides available for this tooth line. The Justi Imperial Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide in 12 shades can be customized with the name of your lab or clinic and a marketing message. The Justi Imperial Shade Guide holds all eighteen shades of this beautiful tooth line, grouped by hue and numbered in accordance with the exclusive Age Shades® System. Both are packaged with an optically neutral, light blue frame, an Eterna shield and a Kraoma Tab, which allows the technician to view the teeth on a neutral background. After use, it is recommended that the shade guide be disinfected by soaking in an acid or alkaline glutaraldehyde solution.

---

**How OnePro Diet helps your Clinic**

- **Only available to dental professionals.** Strengthen the automatic recall system you have with Renew with an additional product.
- **Help build your practice by maintaining frequent contact with your patients.** Opportunities are created for patient appointments for follow up work and replenishment of OnePro.
- **Gives you one more tool to help your edentulous patients and improve customer satisfaction.**
- **Generate more revenue through sales of OnePro.**
- **OnePro is manufactured in Canada under cGMP standards meaning you can be assured of high quality manufacturing processes and ingredients. NPN 80046091**

---

**Multivitamin for Denture Wearing Diet**

- Edentulous patients are in particular need of nutrients to strengthen their teeth and gums. Further, their eating habits change when they get dentures for several reasons, including the initial break-in period, immediate dentures and an irrational fear of certain foods.
- Research was performed by the Human Nutrition Research Center of the United States Department of Agriculture’s Nutritional Status Study on denture wearers [ACM98]. It showed that denture wearers have special vitamin requirements when compared to those with natural teeth.
- Mid-Continental designed a special easy to swallow capsule multivitamin formula based on this research that addresses the specific needs of denture wearers.
- Dosage can be adjusted as new denture wearers return to their normal eating habits as OnePro supports their dental and general health through the lifetime of their denture.

---

**Denture Financing Program**

Get the dentures you truly deserve!

- Determine how much money you would like to finance and what type of dentures or other procedure/appliance you want. You can finance the entire procedure or a portion. You decide.
- Select from one of our two programs.
* Denture Financing is currently only available for Canadian residents.

**Fixed Monthly Payment Option** – this payment program allows you to choose from 6 months to 60 months to finance your procedure.
- Interest rates and administration fees are based on your credit history and start at 7.95%
- You can choose a term ranging from 6 months to 5 years.
- The loan is open, meaning you can pay it out in full at any time without penalty.

**Deferred Interest, Equal Monthly Payment Option** – this payment program allows you to pay the loan in equal monthly payments for 3, 6, 12 or 18 months with no interest.
- 3, 6, 12 or 18 month Interest Deferred options – choose one or all of them.
- Administration fees are based on a percentage of the amount financed and credit rating.
  - If the loan is not paid off in full by the end of the Interest Free term, it reverts to a 48 month loan.
- The loan is open, meaning you can pay it out in full at any time without penalty.

**How to Apply**

1. In confidence, submit your completed application online at www.denturefinancing.com/apply-now/
2. You will be notified of the credit decision by phone.
3. You will receive a confidential fax or email with the documents for you to sign.
4. You sign and return the documents with a void cheque by fax or email.
5. We will contact your Denturist and pay them directly.
6. Your monthly payment will be electronically debited from your chequing account.

If you would prefer to apply by fax, then send an email to mid.support@mid-continental.com including your fax number.

Rely on your dental professional!

You deserve to have the dentures you want, not just the ones you need - you don’t have to settle!

www.denturefinancing.com mid.support@mid-continental.com
ULTRASONIC FOR OUTSTANDING RESULTS

- For your patients to purchase for home use.
- High quality construction at an affordable price.
- Use in conjunction with Renew to get outstanding cleaning results even faster.

iSonic Ultrasonic Denture Baths

Available from:

Made for your Patients

- Sealable Denture Baths available in white, black, blue, burgundy and forest green.

J.A.D. Denture and Orthodontic Baths

Available from:

- Orthodontic Baths for Mouth Guards and Partials
  1 ½ inches high and come in red, black, white, blue, burgundy and forest green.

iSonic Ultrasonic Denture Baths
600-2000-01.................................ea.

J.A.D. Denture Baths
600-1000-01.................................36 Baths
600-1000-02.................................72 Baths
600-1000-03.................................144 Baths

J.A.D. Orthodontic Baths
600-1000-04.................................80 Baths
Denture Clinic Online Demo
Your Practice Building Partner: Mid-Continental Dental

Welcome to the website of your denture clinic!

Why get a website for your denture clinic?

• Grow your practice – don’t lose new and existing patients because you don’t have a website!

• Web searches are not only performed by those needing dentures but also their children and family members and a custom website ensures that your clinic’s personality connects with the person performing the search.

• If you don’t have your own full website you are less likely to be found when people are searching on the Internet for denturists.

Generate more revenue using your website

• Provide more premium services by creating more demand for premium denture cases, implants, relines, denture cleaning and consumer dental products.

• Increase patient throughput by educating patients in advance of arrival and having forms filled out in advance.

What’s included?

• Securing a domain name for your clinic (www.mydentureclinic.com)

• Free initial setup of one of our templates for your site.

• Hosting of your website.

• Registration of your site with Google, Bing and other search engines.

• Basic SEO (search engine optimization) package including sitemap registration, google webmaster, bing webmaster and more!

How to get started? Visit our live demo at www.denturewebclinic.com

• Call us today and we will quickly collect the information we need to get your site up and running today.

• We will seed the website with all the content, you don’t need to make any changes unless you want to!

• We have been making websites for the dental industry since 1997 so you can be assured the special needs of your clinic is in good hands.
Customer Loyalty Program announcement!

How does it work?
- Collect points when you purchase Mid-Continental products.
- Redeem points on your next purchase and save.

How to get started?
- Contact Mid-Continental and ask to enroll. The enrollment only takes a minute and you will start collecting points immediately.
- Check your point balance online or via a mobile app anytime at your convenience.

Program Details.
- Visit the Mid-Continental website for special offers that will be up and above the standard rewards.
- After you have signed-up you don’t need to do anything to collect points on your orders, it will happen automatically.
- Points do not expire.

Reedem for any of our products!

GET A JUSTI TOOTH CONSIGNMENT TODAY*!

The Consignment has no strings attached:
- You don’t pay anything to receive the consignment.
- You never have to purchase the consignment.
- You can return it at no cost at anytime.
- Applies to any Justi line we carry.
- Includes a tooth cabinet appropriate for your consignment

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION AND GROW YOUR PRACTICE EVEN FASTER!

*Subject to approval from Mid-Continental Dental Supply and the signing of a consignment contract that specifies the full terms and conditions.
Justi Imperial Teeth

Justi Imperial offers an incisal and interproximal blend that gives this beautiful line of teeth the unique ability to absorb and reflect surrounding color. This means more latitude for blending with natural teeth—resulting in less resins due to shade, especially in partial denture cases. For repairs, the Justi Imperial’s special interproximal blend is not only a time saver but a customer pleaser.

Justi Imperial anterior and posterior teeth are available in 18 Age Shades - 20, 25, 35, 45, 50, 59, 60, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 77, 81 and 82. Justi Imperial molds include 39 upper anteriors, 10 lower anteriors, 21 upper and 21 lower posteriors. The tooth molds are available in graduated medium, normal and small sizes. They all have good labial anatomy and over-pollishing is not a major concern. The most sophisticated aesthetics for full dentures can be achieved by using Types 9, 10 and 12 molds. They are specifically designed for minimum difficulty in full denture set up. Type 1 molds are great for partial work because they have a wide neck and almost parallel sides which provides for adequate gingival coverage. They also feature an extended range of sizes: three giant sizes (1G, 3G, 9G) and three tiny sizes (1T, 5T, 9T). There are also anatomically shaped lower molds; YL, VL, VS, and VS and very large lowers such as Mold U.

The Justi Imperial posteriors are available in 53, 20, 10, and 0º occlusal forms—also in all 18 shades. For the close bite case, which always requires additional grinding, there are three short sizes 30S, 32S, and 34S, which are short on the lingual and long on the buccal for good natural aesthetics. This feature is sought after by experienced denture technicians, and is virtually exclusive to the Justi Imperial line.

There are two different shade guides available for this tooth line. The Justi Imperial Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide in 12 shades can be customized with the name of your lab or clinic and a marketing message. The Justi Imperial Shade Guide holds all eighteen shades of this beautiful tooth line, grouped by hue and numbered in accordance with the exclusive Age Shades System. Both are packaged with an optically neutral, light blue frame, an Eterna shield and a Kroma Tab, which allows the technician to view the teeth on a neutral background. After use, it is recommended that the shade guide be disinfected by soaking in an acid or alkaline glutaraldehyde solution.

Justi Imperial Teen and Young Adult Shaders

Justi Imperial has come up with a few new shades that will make you feel and look like a teen again. Our bleach shades are made for a whiter and brighter looking restoration. Now your patients can look and feel younger just like they desire. Also, technicians can make a partial that matches bleached natural dentition with ease.

Justi Blend Multi-Blended Hardened Plastic Teeth

Justi Blend brings a fresh and natural look to multi-blended characterized plastic anterior teeth. It is the right choice for today’s cosmetic industry. Justi Blend is a highly cross-linked, fluorescent, vacuum processed, laminated plastic tooth. It is unique in that the structure of this tooth line creates the vitality of a natural tooth. The centrals, laterals and cusps each have a different tone and this combination of tones blended together in one set. The semi-translucent body helps create a depth within the tooth and reflects color from within, just as dentin does in a natural tooth.

Justi Blend posteriors are designed to articulate with Justi Blend and Regal-D-Blend anteriors as well as Denpply’s Bioblend and Bioblend IPN anteriors. Justi Blend teeth are available in 25º upper anterior and 8 lower anterior molds as well as 18 articulating upper and lower posterior molds in 0º, 10º, 20º and 33º anatomical medium and long. They are available in nine shades: 200, 202, 204, 206, 208, 210, 212, 214, and 216.

There are two different shade guides available for this tooth line; the Justi Blend Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide displays nine blended shades and is packaged in an optically neutral light blue frame with an Etlena shield and a Kroma tab which allows the specialist to view the teeth on a neutral background. This shade guide can be customized with the name of a laboratory or clinic, plus a marketing message.

The Justi Blend Shade Guide - Extended Blend Selector is attractively present in a hard black case that holds the nine blended shades of this beautiful tooth line. Each shade of the guide has a central, a lateral and a cusp which are in the same hue but in different “tones”, thereby creating a natural blended effect.

This extended blend selector is made to be used for anterior and posteriors. Justi Blend anteriors match the central, lateral and cuspid, right and left respectively. Justi Blend posteriors visually match the right and left cuspid in tone and hue. All nine Justi Blend shades are presented from light to dark shades. A Kroma tab is included, as well as an Artificial Mold Selector, a Technicians’ Ruler and a Shade Comparison chart.

It is recommended that the shade guides be disinfected with Ciderex Plus Solution. Justi Blend teeth are made according to ADA Specification #15 published 1999 for artificial resin teeth. The teeth are photogenic, vacuum-processed and are 100% guaranteed to be bondable to methylmethacrylate denture base materials. Mold Charts and single tooth samples are available upon request.
ViForm Teeth

A beautiful, natural-looking multi-layered hardened plastic tooth, ViForm was created for the professional who prefers Vita shades and BioForm molds. Superbly articulated with 0°, 10°, 20° and 33° posteriors. The teeth are mounted in a neutral blue background to improve mold selection and shade readability. Technical data (arch size, width and length of maxillary centrals, plus characteristics of shape) are printed on the front of each card. The twelve most popular Vita shades are utilized in the ViForm tooth line. Ten shades also match the Justi Eternal Shade System which is similar to the Dentply Bioform shade range. This combination of popular shades and outstanding popular American molds make this hardened plastic tooth line unique in the U.S. and foreign markets.

ViForm is the most recent addition to the Justi tooth line and exceeds the ADA Specification #5 for hardened plastic teeth. It is crafted in our Oxnard, California facility and distributed on the West Coast (CA, NV, OR, WA, AZ, NM, ID, HI & AK) through our Tooth Express Division. All other US states Fridee International, 208 West Ridge Rd., Villa Park, IL, 60181 - 800-537-4253, does the distribution. Outside the U.S., ViForm is sold to Exclusive Distributors by the Justi Export Department. ViForm shade guides can be customized with an individual marketing message (minimum 30 shade guides).

Justi Kind:

Deciduous Plastic Teeth

The Justi Kind tooth line is the solution to the problem of empty spaces caused by early loss of deciduous teeth. Made of a copolymer cross-linked resin, these teeth have been studied and developed by orthodontic specialists as a simplified alternative to orthodontic appliances. The ideal use for these teeth is as a space maintainer to insure a correct line of teeth where both articulation and aesthetics are concerned. Available in a single mold upper and lower anterior and upper and lower posteriors. Mounted on plastic blocks in two shades: 59 (milks-white) and 61 (yellowish-straw white).

Justi Imperial: Block Teeth

Uppers and Lowers 1x8’s

Made from highly cross-linked blended acrylic material, these block teeth are four posterior teeth joined together on a file plane. The zero degree teeth are a time saving factor in articulation and mounting of the blocks in a denture wax up. The cusps serve to eliminate much of the lateral stress during use. Available in Imperial shades 20, 25, 45, 59, 62, 65, 66, 67, 69, and 77; and in upper and lower mold 30M only.

Major Plus Comp

Three Layer Composite Teeth

The Major Tooth Manufacturing Company has over three decades of experience manufacturing composite teeth. Their tooth designs are modern and continue to expand new technologies. Major composite teeth offer many advantages when compared to the competition.

• Longer experience, by Major, in fabricating composite teeth
• Pressure in the development of an easier BONDERABLE tissue composite tooth
• 3 Dimensional articulation for great aging effects, developed in 1970 in cooperation with Northern Italian Universities.
• Harmonious superiority of forensic sculptures of the master molds.
• More affordable than all competing brands.
• Able to withstand implant forces when used as implant-supported denture teeth.
• Now redesigned molds to use in hybrid dentures.

THREE LAYER TOOTH DESIGN

Major Plus Comp is a three layer tooth: the dentin and cervical layers are in acrylic material in order to provide ideal chemical bonding to the denture base. The enamel layer is in composite material to ensure maximum protection to the teeth during mastication, long lasting dimensional stability and prosthesis balancing, and to comply with every requirement of the modern prosthesis technique.

THE ANTERIOR TEETH

The Major Plus Comp anterior molds are designed with a tubular shade to fill the interdental space eliminating the unaesthetic black triangle in overdenture or hybrid dentures. Available in 11 anterior upper and 4 anterior lowers.

The posterior teeth are made in 3 layers and different functional designs to accommodate modern technicians in fabricating dentures, partials and overdentures. Available in 9 posterior uppers and 9 posterior lowers.

HIGH ANATOMIC POSTERIORS (HA)

High anatomic molds present an anatomic cuspal inclination (between 25° and 28°). The morphology of anatomic molds shows permanently “in touch” surfaces with a consequent decrease of lateral thrust and an increased prosthesis stability. The natural appearance of the tooth, characterized by deep suctions, enables better mastication and gives the prosthesis a higher histomimetic.

TECHNICAL POSTERIORS (T)

Technical molds are designed with a balanced occlusal plane following specific geometrical rules. The tooth has a cuspidation with a geometrical inclination superior to 20° and flat sliding plans. This kind of design assures an easy and fast antagonist articulation.

WIDE FUNCTIONAL AREA (WFA)

The WFA tooth design follows the initial philosophy of Professor Albert Gerber. The palatal cup of the upper 5th, 6th and 7th teeth occludes in the respective fossa of the lower 5th, 6th and 7th tooth; in the 6th tooth this occlusion is reversed, the vestibular cup of the lower tooth occludes in the fossa of the upper 6th tooth. The total Wide Functional Area indicates the type of occlusion done during the mastication, a large contact surface area of approximatively 2mm similar in structure to a mortar and pestle.

THE SHADES

The teeth are chromatically arranged following the Vita® type A1-D4 shade guide. Shade B1 not available.

Vita® is not a trademark of American tooth Industries
Justi Imperial Flatback Plastic Slotted Facings

Justi Imperial Facings are made of the same wear-resistant formula as our Justi Imperial tooth line. The facings are available in a selection of Imperial shades and are pigmented to match the shade guide when used with a standard metallic backing.

The advantages of plastic facings are:
1. Freedom from breakage. Will not chip or fracture while being "ground in". Will not break in normal mouth service.
2. Elimination of glazing after grinding to tissue adaptation. Polishing restores the surface so that it is well tolerated by mucosa. Porcelain must be reglazed to prevent irritation.
3. Adaptability. They may be easily ground to any shape, recarved on the labial or characterized. In case of extreme resorption, pink material may be added to the gingival with a pleasing effect.
4. Superior Aesthetics. Distinctive anatomy and fidelity of shade. Justi Imperial Facings may be ground to any shape and can be characterized or recarved on the labial to match adjoining teeth. A perforated plastic backing is available and can be easily modified. Imperial Facings meet or exceed ADA specification #15.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
084-CL52-0102 Centrals and Lateral (1x6)
084-CUSP520202 Paired Cusps (1x4)
084-52-0104 Facings Shade Guide in 8 shades
084-52-0101 Single Facing (1x1)
077-52-0105 Facings Backings (50 pieces)

Special Facing Assortment Kit
A working mold guide containing 37 x 4 usable teeth in assorted shades. 37 popular molds, 8 popular Imperial shades: 60, 65, 66, 67, 77 and 81. Wear resistant, stain resistant and designed to fit all standard backings.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
084-52-0103 Special Facing Assortment Kit

Lingual Bladed Teeth by Levin

Lingual bladed teeth are manufactured with color stable, cross-linked acrylic resin. Crafted with aesthetics in mind, they have highly functional metal blades that are barely visible. The cast metal cross blades that are on the lingual cusps of the maxillary second premolars and molars enable greater masticatory efficiency. Available in 33° medium, 20° medium and 33° short in popular BF shades 59, 62, 65, 66, 67 and 81 and Vita shades A1, A2, A3.5, A4, B2, B4, C1, C2, C4 and D4. Available in moulds 28M & 30M only.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
083-54-0001/SHADE Lingual Bladed Teeth 33° M (2x8)
083-54-0002/SHADE Lingual Bladed Teeth 20° M (2x8)
083-54-0003/SHADE Lingual Bladed Teeth 33° S (2x8)
083-54-0004/SHADE Lingual Bladed Teeth Manual
077-50-0007 Lingual Bladed Tooth Manual
Justi Matrix
Hardened copolymer plastic teeth

Justi Hollywood teeth is now manufacturing a special line of posterior teeth. These teeth are made of hard copolymer enamels which will allow the perfect mastication by the cutting shape of the maxillary cusps of the second bicuspid, the first and second molars, left and right. The cusps are positioned to allow an effective linguo-lateral occlusion making this arrangement the most powerful arrangement for the edentulous patient. These teeth allow gentle but powerful mastication performance. This design ensures comfort, functional performance, and aesthetic values without undue wear on the opposing plastic teeth.

Sold only in combo kit 1 x 16.
Available in the following molds & shades:

Kit includes one Imperial Mold, Combo 1 x 16 Upper and Lower.
Available in one of three sizes: 33º - 30M; 20º - 30M; 33º - 28M

Justi BlockCutter
Hardened copolymer plastic teeth

These new block teeth were designed for very fast set up and feature a revolutionary design allowing dentures to more efficiently chew with less exertion. This revolutionary chewing method is facilitated by mandibular left and right blades made of hard plastic. These plastic blades act like a cutting knife chopping food in the patient's mouth. This design enhances the power of a removable denture to perform mastication activities and delivers performance heretofore unrealized in a denture. All is done without wearing the opposite maxillary plastic block teeth.

Justi BlockCutters are made of very hard enamel material specially formulated for easy mastication function. Justi BlockCutter teeth are sold in a combo kit 1 x 16 in the size 30M only which accommodates 70% of cases.

Available in the following shades and molds.
The BlockCutter comes in one mold size:

0º - 30M

Kits are available in 22 Imperial shades & 7 Vita shades:
**Imperial® - Justi Blend® - ViForm®**

Justi® Hollywood Teeth Presents
Lingualized Occlusion Combos™

Together with experts in lingualized occlusion techniques we have put together a selection of our premium teeth which are suitable to be used in successfully diagnosing, maintaining, and stabilizing occlusion. The Imperial line of 12 premium teeth is made at a large selection of sizes we were able to incorporate into our lingualized occlusion. The Justi line we generate 6 combinations, and for ViForm only 3 combinations are offered. All these teeth are made of a very hard plastic with very zirconic glass filling materials and excellent lustrability with careful attention to just generation assures some utility for all of our lingualized hunts.

Justi Hollywood Teeth
Lingualized Occlusion Combo labeled (List a available upon request)

**VI-Type Shade Guide**

Perfect for Labs who Process VI-Type Cases

The VI-Type Shade Guide is available in a 2 sided unit containing 16 shades. Replace that expensive Vita clinic shade guide sold by Vident®. This Vita type shade guide can now be customized by imprinting your lab or clinic name, address, phone number, and logo, when ordered in batches of 30 or more, at our regular shade guide price. Get your marketing message out there for no more than the cost of a generic shade guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group/Item#</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>084-04-0165</td>
<td>Vita Type Shade Guide w/ 12 shades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>084-04-0166</td>
<td>Vita Type Double Sided Shade Guide in 16 Shades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Justi Single Teeth**

Mix and Match Plastic Teeth

For added savings, laboratories can purchase uncarved single teeth. Minimum quantity is 500 teeth (mix and match per tooth line) per order. Please allow ten days delivery time for orders of single teeth. For special orders, delivery date must be confirmed by a formal quotation. All purchases are final.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group/Item#</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>081-19973-1</td>
<td>Dymon-Hue HPT Anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>081-19974-1</td>
<td>Dymon-Hue HPT Posterio r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>081-50-0104</td>
<td>Justi Imperial Anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>081-50-0204</td>
<td>Justi Imperial Posterio r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>081-58-0001S</td>
<td>Justi Blood Anterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>081-58-0003S</td>
<td>Justi Blood Posterio r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experience and Quality at Fair Market Prices

- Justi Teeth are synonymous with indiscernible quality with over 100 years in the tooth business.
- Justi has been making hardened plastic teeth for over 50 years.
- Justi Teeth comply with ISO 3556, BS 3998, NF EN 213 & DIN 13194, ISO 9001 and EN 46001 (CE) Certified.
- Justi Teeth are 100% bondable without the use of adhesives or mechanical retention, and are virtually unaffected by solvents.

Why Justi Teeth?

Because Justi teeth Surpass ADA Specification #15 Published 1999! Our commitment to quality is so strong that we are not satisfied with simply meeting ADA Specification #15 which is set for Synthetic Resin Teeth. We surpass it! Not only that, we are the only company that discloses the written results of our testing.

You Can Count on Justi Teeth for:

- 100% Bondability
- Wear Resistance
- Subsistence Resistance
- No Porosity
- A Large Variety of Popular Molds and Shades
- Multi-Layers
- Cross-Linked, Vacuum Processed, Intersectional Material

**Justi Teeth**

The Inventors of Hardened Plastic Teeth
44 Drawer Tooth Counter

Capacities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tooth Line</th>
<th>Tooth Capacity</th>
<th>Cards per Drawer</th>
<th>Total Cards Per Counter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynesso-Hu HPT</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3,168</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynesso-Hu HPT</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5,280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Imperial Anteriors</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>5,280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Imperial Posterior</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>5,280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Blend Anterior</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Blend Posterior</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Counter Dimensions: 19” x 19” x 47 1/4”

*Please allow an additional two inches when casters are installed.

With each drawer we supply 8 Universal Inset Tabs for a total storage of 56 cards. Drawer is constructed of high-compression plastic. Four sections per drawer.

27 Drawer Lab Tooth Counter

Laminated Material. 27 Drawers with a capacity of 1512 anterior and/or posterior cards. Can be used for any Justi tooth brand.

Counter Dimensions: 19” x 19” x 33 1/2”

*Please allow an additional two inches when casters are installed.

Lab Tooth Cabinet

Made of heavy plastic. Ten drawers with 3 compartment inset teeth in each. Will hold 210 to 360 anterior and/or posterior tooth cards. Can be used for all Justi tooth brands.

Cabinet Dimensions: 9 1/2” x 12 7/16” x 11 5/16”

Lab Drawer & Inserts

With each drawer we supply 8 Universal Inset Tabs for a total storage of 56 cards. Drawer is constructed of high-compression plastic. Four sections per drawer.
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Justi Cold-Cure Ortho Resin

An autopolymerizing material primarily used in the construction of orthodontic appliances. The powder is clear and with the transparent liquid, will produce a clear base material. A pink liquid is also available, which when used with the clear powder, will produce a translucent pink base material. The powder is a low-flow polymer that absorbs the monomer rapidly. This prevents the material from clumping when using the liquid dropper technique.

GROUP ITEM & DESCRIPTION

Jusi Ortho Resin Kit - 1 lb. powder, 8 oz. liquid, eye dropper and 3 oz. jet dispenser
072-05-0001 Ortho Resin Kit w/Pink Liquid
072-05-0006 Ortho Resin Kit w/Clear Liquid

Liquid Refills

Powder Refills

072-05-0003 Pink - 8 oz.
072-05-0005 Pink - 1 gal.
072-05-0007 Clear - 8 oz.
072-05-0008 Clear - 1 gal.

Justi Denture Base Materials

High Impact for Traditional and Miracleflash Microwave Techniques

A high grade methacrylate polymer combined with a cross-linked, solvent-resistant monomer, has advantages not found in ordinary denture base materials. It has a short setting and long working time. It is dense and structurally strong, having good model adaptation and high color fidelity. The high quality cross-linked monomer prevents crazing from solvents such as ether, alcohol, monomer, acetone, etc. This material will bond with any of Justi's tooth lines.

GROUP ITEM & DESCRIPTION

Justi Denture Base Hi-Def (Hi-Dent)

1 lb. powder and 1 gal. liquid
072-04-0018 Ortho Resin kit
072-04-0006 Regular fibered powder
072-04-0007 Dark fibered powder
072-04-0008 Regular blended powder
072-04-0009 Dark blended powder
072-04-0010 Clear powder
072-04-0011 Ethnic Neutral
072-04-0012 Ethnic “A”
072-04-0013 Ethnic “B”
072-04-0014 Ethnic Original Blend

Justi Denture Base Microlink

1 lb. powder and 8 oz. liquid
072-04-0021 Ortho Resin Kit
072-04-0019 Ortho Resin kit
072-04-0006 Regular fibered powder
072-04-0007 Dark fibered powder
072-04-0008 Regular blended powder
072-04-0009 Dark blended powder
072-04-0010 Clear powder
072-04-0011 Ethnic Neutral
072-04-0012 Ethnic “A”
072-04-0013 Ethnic “B”
072-04-0014 Ethnic Original Blend

Lab Tooth Cabinets

Made of heavy plastic. Ten drawers with 3 compartment inset teeth in each. Will hold 210 to 360 anterior and/or posterior tooth cards. Can be used for all Justi tooth brands.

Cabinet Dimensions: 9 1/2” x 12 7/16” x 11 5/16”

GROUP ITEM & DESCRIPTION

068-55-0101 27 Drawer Lab Tooth Counter
068-55-0107 Lab Tooth Cabinet

Lab Drawer & Inserts

With each drawer we supply 8 Universal Inset Tabs for a total storage of 56 cards. Drawer is constructed of high-compression plastic. Four sections per drawer.
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Justi Repair Material

A universal type repair material, applicable for repairing all types of acrylic dentures, temporary prosthesis and indirect retinue. This self-curing methyl methacrylate matrix material is cross-linked and internally pigmented to give a dense, even texture. Justi Repair Material is available in 3 shades of powder: Regular Pink, Regular Fibered Pink and Clear.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
072-06-0001 Regular pink
072-06-0004 Regular fibered pink
072-06-0006 Clear

Refills: - 1 lb. powder
072-06-0002 Regular pink
072-06-0005 Regular fibered pink
072-06-0007 Clear

Refills: - 7 lb. bulk powder
072-06-0014 Regular pink
072-06-0016 Regular fibered pink
072-06-0017 Clear

Shade Guide
078-06-0100 Repair Material Shade Guide

Justi Tray Material

A self-curing type acrylic for construction of precision custom trays and stabilized Occlusal Bite Rims. Justi Tray material is a coarse type powder that has a high degree of elasticity with a moderate curing time to allow ample working time. After the initial dough, the material can be manipulated without sticking to the hands. Having a dead pack, it can be adapted to the model without any significant shrinkage after the cure. The surface roughness aids in the retention of the impression material.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
072-03-1030 90-Unit Professional Package
072-03-0225 Bulk Shipment

Contents: Powder - 1-25 lb. drum
Liquid - 1 gallon

Refills:
072-03-0499 Powder - 1-25 lb. bulk
072-03-0699 Liquid - 1 gallon

Justi Crown & Bridge Formula

An outstanding cross-linked polymethyl methacrylate resin to formulate Crowns, Bridges, & Inlays. It is a heat cure method for permanent cases and long term provisional which it is available in the Denture Base. 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 62, 63, 65, 67, 69, 70, 77 and 81. Also in two enamels: light incisal and grey incisal and a finishing translucent shade.

Complete technique instructions available on request.

Justi Crown & Bridge Formula

An outstanding cross-linked polymethyl methacrylate resin to formulate Crowns, Bridges, & Inlays. It is a heat cure method for permanent cases and long term provisional which it is available in the Denture Base. 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 62, 63, 65, 67, 69, 70, 77 and 81. Also in two enamels: light incisal and grey incisal and a finishing translucent shade.

Complete technique instructions available on request.

Justi Crown & Bridge Formula

An outstanding cross-linked polymethyl methacrylate resin to formulate Crowns, Bridges, & Inlays. It is a heat cure method for permanent cases and long term provisional which it is available in the Denture Base. 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 62, 63, 65, 67, 69, 70, 77 and 81. Also in two enamels: light incisal and grey incisal and a finishing translucent shade.

Complete technique instructions available on request.

Justi Imperial Namilon

An internally pigmented, cross-linked methyl methacrylate resin for permanent crown and bridge restorations. It is ideal for quality, high strength, long-term provisional cases such as implants and full mouth reconstructions. Namilon is to be used with the crown and bridge investment procedures, i.e. wax-up, investment, boil-out and packing. Because Namilon is internally pigmented, it will not smear, bleed or change color. Namilon features an extended working time, and once polymerized in heat it cures quickly. Restorations are durable, solvent and wear-resistant.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
070-20-0420/SHADE 16 oz. Powder - all shades
070-20-0601 1 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-0604 4 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-0608 8 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-0632 32 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-1000 Namilon Kit

Contents:
2 - 1 oz. bottles Powder in Imperial Shades: 60, 62, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 77, 80, 81, 82, Dental A, Dental B, and Two Transparant Shades
2 - 1 oz. jars Liquid Resin - 2 - Mercury Gums
1 - Namilon Shade Guide
1 - Namilon Instructions
1 - Aseptic Bottle, 1 - Clear Transparant

070-20-0420/SHADE 1 oz. Namilon Powder - all shades
070-20-0601 1 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-0604 4 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-0608 8 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-0632 32 oz. Namilon Liquid Resin
070-20-1000 Namilon Kit

Justi Soft Denture Retainer


An ethyl methacrylate-type material that can be heat cured traditionally or processed in the microwave oven within minutes when using the Justi Miracleflask system. This pink soft liner blends well with most denture base materials. A choice of three textures - semi rigid, soft and very soft. The material is tissue tolerant and will improve mouth comfort from spiny ridges or other causes of chronic soreness. Dentists, technicians, and patients will all be exceptionally pleased with this high quality, long lasting material.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
072-14-0001 Justi Denture Retainer Kit - Semi-rigid
072-14-0002 Justi Denture Retainer Kit - Soft
072-14-0003 Justi Denture Retainer Kit - Very Soft
072-14-0004 Justi Denture Retainer - Semi-rigid - Liquid - Very Soft
072-14-0005 Justi Denture Retainer - Semi-rigid - Liquid - Soft
072-14-0006 Justi Denture Retainer - Soft - Powder
072-14-0007 Justi Denture Retainer - Very Soft - Powder

Justi Soft Denture Retainer


An ethyl methacrylate-type material that can be heat cured traditionally or processed in the microwave oven within minutes when using the Justi Miracleflask system. This pink soft liner blends well with most denture base materials. A choice of three textures - semi rigid, soft and very soft. The material is tissue tolerant and will improve mouth comfort from spiny ridges or other causes of chronic soreness. Dentists, technicians, and patients will all be exceptionally pleased with this high quality, long lasting material.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
072-14-0001 Justi Denture Retainer Kit - Semi-rigid
072-14-0002 Justi Denture Retainer Kit - Soft
072-14-0003 Justi Denture Retainer Kit - Very Soft
072-14-0004 Justi Denture Retainer - Semi-rigid - Liquid - Very Soft
072-14-0005 Justi Denture Retainer - Semi-rigid - Liquid - Soft
072-14-0006 Justi Denture Retainer - Soft - Powder
072-14-0007 Justi Denture Retainer - Very Soft - Powder
Justi Pakto System "The Ceramist's Friend"

Justi Pakto is a new crown and bridge resin material system designed to save time and labor while offering maximum physical properties to simulate the hardness of natural dentition. Justi Pakto is not a methyl methacrylate, a composite or a porcelain. It is 100% poly glycid dimethacrylate resin and is processed in a dry heat pressurized chamber. The areas of application are for crown and bridge veneers, facings on partial dentures and attachment frames, inlays of all types, Maryland-type bridges and temporary crowns and bridges. Justi Pakto can be used with any ADA recommended metal with no color change or fractures.

The opaque has superior masking qualities and chemically bonds to the tooth shaded resin material. Color verification can be done before the resin is cured since the shade is identical when cured. Justi Pakto is shaded to match the Vita LuminShade System. The same tools used to process porcelain can be used for Justi Pakto. The Justi-Pakto Curing System utilizes 2 pieces of equipment:

1. A 4 quart, dry heat pressurized pot.

**JUSTI PAKTO KIT CONTENTS:**

Group/Item # 072-28-0001


8 - 1/4 oz. Bottles Justi Pakto Modifying stains: white, brown, yellow, gray, blue, pink, orange and dark orange

2 - 1/4 oz. Bottles Justi Pakto Powder (prophalad)


2 - Depol Dishes, 1 - Glass Pipettes, 1 - Plastic Scoop, 1 - Instruction Manual

(Debol dishes, eye droppers and plastic scoop are not available for re-order)

**JUSTI PAKTO REFILLS**

Group/Item # 072-28-0004/SHADE

1 oz. Pakto Powder - All Shadings (Includes Body Shades, Inclad at Transparent)

072-28-0004/SHADE

4 oz. Pakto Styling Mixture - All Shadings (Includes Body Shades, Inclad at Transparent)

072-28-0005/SHADE

1/4 oz. Pakto Incladding Mixture - All Shadings

072-28-0005/SHADE

1/4 oz. Pakto Propolad

**PRESSURE POT SYSTEM - Complete**

Group/Item # 072-28-0020

CONTENTS: 1 - Propane Par, 4 quarts, 1 - Electric Burner, 1 - Curing Stand - 2 - Security Spring Clips, 1 - Air Supply Hose (3 month warranty on system)

**PRESSURE POT SYSTEM REPLACEMENT PARTS**

Group/Item # 072-28-0021

1 - Curing Stand Par

2 - 062-0022

Security Spring Clip

2 - 062-0023

Air Supply Hose

2 - 062-0048

Just Electric Burner (Paradon alone)

2 - 062-0048

Just Electric Burner (Paradon & Paradon Therm) - 220 Volt - for Europe and export (not paradon)

2 - 062-0046

Garden for Pakto Par

2 - 062-0037

Replacement Handle for Pakto Par - Tip

2 - 062-0037B

Replacement Handle for Pakto Par - Bottom

2 - 062-0041

Vitali Contact for Electric Burner

2 - 062-0040/SHADE

2 - 062-0032

Justi-Pakto Shade Guide - 15 shades, double-sided blue frame

(Also see a complete table of American Tooth Industries)

---

**Justi Opaquer**

A resin opaquer for making metal in veneer crown with outstanding quality of adhesion. It is also very helpful in holding veneer color. Primarily used with Nanolux or Justi Crown and Bridge Formula. However, it can also be used with other polymer-based crown and bridge materials. Brown and pink opaques are used when experience shows they are needed.

**GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION**

072-30-1000

Justi Opaquer Kit Contents: 2 - 1/2 oz. liquid, 5 - 1/4 oz. Powder in shades white, gray, yellow, brown and pink / 1 - Safe application tool / 1 - Glass pipettes / 1 - Polytetrafluoroethylene tape / Instructions for use

072-30-0000/SHADE

Powder Refill - all shades - 1/4 oz.

072-30-0000

Liquid Refills - 1/2 oz.

**Justi Resin Cement**

For Permanent Crowns

A unique copolymer offering greater physical properties and insobability. Justi Resin Cement offers a lower film thickness and is radio-opaque.

Advantages:

- Shows adhesion to tooth structure superior to any other cement tested after 24 hour immersion in water.
- Shows the requirement for the shade to be ADA Specification 9, when used according to instruction.
- Insobable in tooth fluids.
- No hardship to the poly acryl resin filling materials.
- Radiopaque.

**GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION**

072-80-0000/SHADE


072-80-0000/SHADE

Powder Refill 1/2 oz. and 1 - Measuring Spoon. Please specify shade when ordering.

**Justi Temporary Crown & Bridge Resin**

3 Shaders - Light, Medium and Dark

An autopolymerizing self-cure powder and liquid resin for fabricating a crown, bridge or splint. It is very hard, color stable, easy to polish and comes in light (shade 59), medium (shade 62), and dark (shade 69). This material has a low exothermic heat peak, and therefore, is tolerable to the oral cavity; it does not burn.

**GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION**

072-25-0002

Professional Crowns 3 oz. in shade light, medium and dark powder and 8 oz. liquid with shade.

072-25-0002

Professional Kit - 3 oz. each shade, medium and dark powders and 8 oz. liquid.

072-25-0003

Light Powder (50 grams) 3 oz.

072-25-0003

Medium Powder (50 grams) 3 oz.

072-25-0004

Dark Powder (50 grams) 3 oz.

072-25-0005

Clear Liquid (240 ml) 8 oz.

**Justi Tooth Shades**

Cold Cure Temporary Crown and Bridge Acrylic for Labs

Specially prepared formulation for dental laboratories to construct and build strong temporary crowns and bridges. Crosslinking monomers with high crazing resistance and toughness. Kit available in Imperial/Bisomer type shades: 59, 62, 65, 66, 67 and 69. All New Tooth Shades 17, 18, 19, and 21 available in 1lb. bottle only.

**GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION**

072-25-0010

Complete Tooth Shade Kit - 1 bottle of shade powder, 2 - 8 oz. liquid bottles

072-25-0011/shade

Imperial Tooth Shade Powder - 1 bottle of shade powder, 8 oz. bottle of shade powder, 2 - 8 oz. liquid bottles.

072-25-0008

8 oz. bottles of liquid

072-25-0009/SHADE

2 - 8 oz. bottles of shade powder

---
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Super Vipi STG Microflask

Justi is proud to introduce the industrial-strength, Super Vipi STG Microflask to be used in the microwave irradiation technique for curing acrylic resins in the fabrication of dental prostheses. This revolutionary microwave flask is constructed in two sections with 4 stainless steel bolts, sleeves and threads for tightening. Features:

- Uniform curing of acrylic resins
- Rapid curing time (13 minutes)
- Complete curing of acrylic resin with no significant free monomer residual
- Clean removal method without damage to the flask
- Reduced energy costs

Featuring:

GRP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
071-67-0004 Justi Super Vipi STG Microflask
071-67-0006 STG System Instructional Video
071-67-0007 2 Replacement Bolts
071-67-0008 Allen Wrench for VP STG System
071-67-0009 Button Replacement Part - Vipi STG

Justi-Kura Curing Pot

Sturdy, absolutely safe, very practical and has a large 6 quart capacity. Made entirely of stainless steel and the parts are available individually. This curing pot was designed to satisfy the needs of the modern technician.

GRP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
072-46-0001 Justi-Kura Curing Pot - Complete (3 months warranty)
072-46-0002 Air Intake Valve
072-46-0003 Safety Relief Valve
072-46-0004 Pressure Release Valve
072-46-0005 Air Pressure Gauge

Justi Milling & Finishing

An all-purpose cream for milling, finishing and intra-oral polishing of porcelain and acrylic materials. It is pleasant tasting and is pink in color. Excellent for composites and all types of laminates.

Justi Milling and Polishing Cream has many uses, for instance:
1. Final occlusal refinement of plastic teeth as a milling media.
2. Removal of residual plaster from cervical and interproximal areas of all plastic dentures.
3. Finishing of cast metal restorations.
4. Removal of adhering plaster from tissue surface side of plastic dentures.
5. Air-tight polishing of any plastic restoration.
6. Finishing of amalgam fillings and gold inlays in the mouth.

GRP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
070-02-0603 3 oz. tube

Justi Miraclеflask A Complete System for Curing Dentures and Partials

The Justi Miracleflask is the most revolutionary curing system for dentures, partials and relines. It is made of a fiber reinforced plastic material that is especially designed for use in a micro-wave oven. Compared with the conventional heat process method, the microwave method using the Justi Miracleflask gives more complete curing of the resin. There are many advantages to using the Justi Miracleflask. It is energy efficient, saves time, increases acrylic strength, less residual monomer, less distortion, two to three times more accurate fit and more uniform polymerization.

GRP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
067-44-0001 Justi Miracleflask Complete Kit
Contains: 2 Miracleflasks, 6 nuts and bolts, 1 wooden hammer, 1 wrench, 1 lb. Denture Base Powder (Specify shade) and 8 oz. liquid
067-44-0018 Replacement Nuts and Bolts (3 sets)
067-44-0013 Miracleflask Top Section
067-44-0014 Miracleflask Middle Section
067-44-0015 Miracleflask Bottom Section
067-44-0016 Miracleflask Pressure Plate
067-44-0027 Tooth Wrench
067-44-0035 Justi Miracleflask Wooden Hammer
067-44-0002 Justiflask Exchange video cassette

*If shade is not indicated - Regular Fibered Denture Base will be included.

WE CARRY ALL JUSTI PRODUCTS, SO IF YOU DON'T SEE THE ONE YOU WANT, CALL AND WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU
Biotène gel and spray oral Balance gel, spray & liquid are extremely helpful in relieving severe dry mouth symptoms: burning, sore tissues, cotton palate, and swallowing difficulties. Works great under dentures.

Biotène Chewing gum will help you stimulate saliva flow and extra protection while away from home. When used daily, the active enzymes in Biotène can be effective in protecting your teeth between brushings. Biotène gum does not stick to dental appliances.

Biotène Gum

Biotène Chewing Gum
(500-1000-09).............................................................16 pcs

Biotène Gel and Spray

Oral Balance Gel, Spray & Liquid
Biotène Moisturizing Mouth Spray and Gel are extremely helpful in relieving severe dry mouth symptoms: burning, sore tissues, cotton palate, and swallowing difficulties. Works great under dentures.

Biotène Alcohol Free Mouthwash

Biotène Alcohol Free Mouthwash
(500-1000-05).............................................................16 oz.

Biotène Regular Toothpaste

Biotène Regular Toothpaste
(500-1000-02).................................................................1 pak

Biotène Gentle Mint Gel Toothpaste
(500-1000-04).................................................................1 pak
Biotène Purse Size

Convenient Purse size of our popular Biotène product.

Biotène Alcohol Free Mouthwash
(500-1001-06) ................................................................. 2 oz.

Free Practice Building Support

Renew Counter Card
Mid-Continental provides attractive free office signs for all customers.

Counter Card
(800-1000-01) ................................................................. Ea.

Renew Samples
Accelerate your Renew assisted practice building by purchasing more samples.

Renew Samples
(100-1001-01) ................................................................. 4 g

30 Personalized Labels
Mid-Continental provides personalized customer labels to place on the Renew bottles at cost.

30 Personalized Labels
(800-1000-01) ................................................................. Ea.

80 Personalized Labels
Mid-Continental provides personalized customer labels to place on the Renew bottles at cost.

80 Personalized Labels
(900-1000-02) ................................................................. Ea.